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ABSTRACT. Three types of glacier margin a re found a long the edge of the G reenla nd ice sheet near 
T hule : ice cliffs, ramps and ice-cored mora ines. Where the glacier ma rgin is perpendicula r to prevailing 
kataba tic winds, drifting snow accumula tes a long it in stagna nt wind-drift ice wedges. U pward Aow of 
active ice behind these wedges causes ice origina lly near the base of the gl acier to rise to the surface. Where 
this basal ice is free of debris, a gently sloping ram p develops. H owever, where the basal ice conta ins sufficient 
debris, a layer of till accumula tes on the glacier surface. Ice beneath the till is insula ted a nd a debris-capped 
ice ridge or ice-cored mora ine forms. l ee cliffs occur where the ice-sheet margin is pa rallel to prevailing 
winds a nd is thus swept clear of drifting snow. Although the ice sheet in the T hule a rea appears to have had 
a negative mass ba la nce for ma ny years, a ll three types of glacier margin are believed to be equilibrium forms 
tha t can develop a nd persist on a glacier with a ba la nced mass budget. 

Folia tion in wind-drift ice wedges genera lly dips down-glacier but folia tion in active ice dips up-glacier. 
It is inferred that folia tion in the wedges was once sedimenta ry stra tifica tion tha t has been tipped upwa rd 
and locally overturned. 

R ESUME. lvl olphologie de la bordure de I'illdlalldsis p res de Thule all Croellland. On rencontre trois types de 
limite de glacier le long de la bordure de I' indla ndsis du G roenla nd pres de Thule: des fa la ises d e glace, des 
talus, d es moraines au centre de glace. La ou la limite du glacier est perpendicula ire a ux vents ka taba tiques 
domina nts, d e la poudrerie au sol, poussee pa r le vent, s'y accumule, y fOl·mant d escoins de glace stagna nte. 
Un courant de glace active se dresse derriere ces coins et oblige la glace qui eta it pres de la base du glacier a 
s'elever vers la surface. A l'endroit ou cette glace de la base ne contient pas de debris, un ta lus en pente douce 
se developpe. Cependant, la ou la glace de la base contient suffisam ment de debris, u ne couche de d epot 
glaciaire (till ) s'accumule sur la surface du glac ier. La glace en dessous du till es t isolce, et une crete de glace 
couverte d e d ebris ou une mora ine au centre de glace se forme. Les fa laises d e glace apparaissent lorsque la 
bordure de I' indla ndsis est pa ra llele a ux vents d omina nts qui , d e ce fa it, la nettoient de poudrerie au sol. 
Bien que le bila n de masse d e I' indlands is da ns la region de Thule semble avoir ete nega tif d epuis plusieurs 
a nnees, on crait q ue les trois types d e limite de glacier sont des formes d 'equilibre, qui peuvent se d evelopper 
et persister sur un glacier avec un bila n de masse equilibre. 

La folia tion d a ns le cas des coins d e glace accumules pa r le vent s' incline en generale vers l'amont, ma is 
la folia tion d a ns le cas d e la glace active s' incline vers I'aval. 11 est implique que la folia tion des coins d es 
glace fut une stra tification sedimenta ire qui a e te poussee vers le hau t et en pa rties retournee. 

ZUSSAMMENFASSUNG. Die M orphologie des /n/andeisralldes bei Tlzule, Cronland. Drei G letscherra ndtypen sind 
a n der G rcnzc d es gronla ndischen Inla ndeises bei Thule zu find en : E iskliffe, R a mpen und M oranen mit 
Eiskernen . VVo d er G letscherrand senkrccht zu den vorherrschendcn ka taba tischen Winden verlauft, ha uft 
Treibschnec in der stagnierenden Winddrift E iskeile a n. Das Aufsteigen aktiven Eises hinter diesen K eilen 
bringt Eis a us seiner ursprunglichen Lage na he am G letschergrund an die OberAache. Wo dicses Grundeis 
schuttfrei ist, en twickelt sich eine sanftgeneig te R a mpe. Wo j edoch das Grundeis a usreichend Schu tt enthalt, 
hauft sich eine Mora nenschicht auf d er G letscheroberAache a n. Das Eis unter der Ablagenmg ist isolier t 
und bildet cinen schuttbedeckten Rilcken oder eine Mora ne mit E iskern . Eiskliffe kommen dort vor, wo der 
E isra nd para llel zu r vorherrschenden Windrichtung verlauft und daher von Treibschnee freigefegt wi rd. 
O bgleich die M assenbila nz d es I nla ndeises im T hulegebiet seit vielen J ahren nega tiv gewesen zu sein 
scheint, wird a ngenommen, dass a lle drei G letscherra nd typen G leichgewichtsformen sind, die si ch auf einem 
G letscher mit a usgeglichenem M assenhausha lt bilden und for tbestehen konnen. 

Die Banderung in Drifteiskeilen fa llt generell gletschera bwarts ein , in a ktivem Eis dagegen gletscher
aufwa rts. Es wird vermutet, dass die Ba nderung d er K eile einma l eine sedimenta re Schichtung wa r, die 
aufwa rts gebogen und stell enweise ilberkippt wurde . 

I NTRODUCTION 

The margin of the continental ice shee t near T hule in north-wes t Greenland assumes three 
di stinct forms, each of which reflects a different combination of processes. These forms a re : 
( 1) a gently sloping ice margin leading up to an ice-cored ridge of moraina l debris ; (2) a 
gently sloping ice margin with little or no morainal material on the ice surface ; and (3) ice 
cliffs below which morainal ridges often occur. The main objective of this study was to 
investigate reasons for the differences among these forms. 

The first form includes the shear moraines, herein called " ice-cored moraines", previously 
described from this a rea by Bishop (1957) and Swinzow (1962). Wi thin the area there is a 
narrow ice-cored moraine belt, the Siorqap moraine, extending north from Camp TUTO for a 
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distance of about 4 km, and a much broader belt, the Pitugfiup moraine, north of the wes t ice 
cliff (Fig. I). (These moraine names, herein used for the first time, are the Greenlandic names 
of the rivers draining the respective parts of the glacier margin. ) A moraine near the south 
end of the Siorqap belt differs from those above in being roughly perpendicular to the margin . 
A second objective was to investigate reasons for these differences in moraine form and 
orientation. 

A total of 3 months was spent in the field during the summers of '965, 1966 and 1968, 
and I month was spent in the laboratory in 1967. In the laboratory, ice cores from the glacier 
margin were studied. Field work included mapping, trenching in moraines and ice-movemenr 
measuremen ts. 

The term "shear moraine" was used by Bishop (1957) but W eertman (196 1, p. 3- 4) and 
Hooke (1968) have argued that the shear hypothesis is mechanically unsound. Weertman 
used the term Thule-Baffin moraine, thus identifying the type areas for these features. I 
prefer the name "ice-cored moraine" (0strem, 1963) because it is descriptive but non-genetic. 

DESCRIPTION OF MORAINES 

Siorqap and Pitugfiup nlOraines 
The Siorqap moraine ranges in width from 30 to 150 m and the debris layer is probably 

less than 0.6 m thick on the average. In contrast, the Pitugfiup moraine is two to ten times 
as wide and the debris layer is substantially thicker ; a hole dug at the end of flag line 4 (Fig. , ) 
bottomed in permafrost at a depth of 1.43 m and similar debris thicknesses were estimated 
elsewhere in the south end of the moraine from the absence of ice in vertical exposures. At 
present, even during the warmest summers, debri s probably is not added to this part of the 
moraine from the underlying ice. Farther north , ice was seen at depths of 0.3 to 0.7 m in 
melt streams and in local ice cliffs, suggesting that debris thicknesses may decrease northward. 
The larger volume of debris in the Pitugfiup moraines and the existence of permafrost within 
this debris layer suggest that this moraine is much older than the Siorqap moraine. 

In the relatively recent past the ice margin in the Siorqap area has retreated 100 to 200 m 
from a lichen trim line (Fig. 2) . No similar trim line is found in the Pitugfiup area, though 
Bishop (1957, p. 43- 45) reported one farther north. However, about 100 m up-glacier from 
the Pitugfiup moraine a new ice-cored moraine is developing. In its central part this moraine 
is thinner, has less relief and is more hummocky than either the Siorqap or the main Pitugfiup 
morames (Fig. 3F). Southward it peters out, but a dirt band a few centimeters wide and 

Fig. 2. July 1954 aerial photograph of Siorqap moraines. Flag line 1 was on the up-glacier side of the moraine near center of 
the picture. Note the relationship qf wind-drift ice wedges to water gaps in the moraine, and note trim line or lichen:!,ee 
zone infront of wedges. By August 1968 distal ends of many wedges had retreated (Fig. I ). Total width of photograph is 
about 3 km . 
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dipping 30° to 50° up-glacier can be traced for about T 500 m into the west ice cliff (Fig. I), 
where it marks the boundary between active glacial ice and less rapidly deforming super
imposed ice (Fig. 9) . Northward this new moraine becom es wider and thicker, and it m erges 
with the main Pitugfiup moraine. Evidence presented later suggests that ice retreated from 
the south end of the Pitugfiup moraine in the past few hundred years, that the gap between 
the glacier margin and the still ice-cored Pitugfiup m oraine became fill ed with superimposed 
ice, a nd that this new moraine resulted from a subseq uent re-advance of the g lacier. 

T hese observati ons support the seq uence of deglaciation proposed by Davies a nd others 
( 1963, p . 61). In their interpretation the ice-sheet margin in the Pitugfiup area has been in its 
present location since the earliest phases of d e glaciation (perhaps since 32 000 B.P.), but in the 
Siorqap area the margin has been in its present location for perhaps only one-quarter of this 
time. 

Skyline moraine 
Immediately east of Camp TUTO the Siorqap moraine swings eastward a nd points 

towards an ice-cored m oraine about 4 km out on the ice sheet, herein called the Skyline 
moraine. Movement of the Skyline moraine is slow relative to the nearby TUTO ra mp 
(0.7 m year- I versus 2.9 m year- I; Fig. I ) . These observations suggest that the Skyline 
moraine and the east-trending end of the Siorqap moraine are surface expressions of a m edial 
moraine derived from the subglacial bedrock ridge indicated by Barnes' gravity survey 
(Bishop, 1957, p . 24) · 

Flow measurements on flag line 1 (Fig. 1) do not support Bishop 's ( 1957, p. 28) hypothesis 
that flow rates n orth of the eas t-trending moraine a re significantly higher than those on the 
ramp, and that the east-trending moraine owes its orientation to drag of northern ice against 
the ramp ice. Treating these m oraines as part of a medial m oraine seem s m ore logical. 

Other ice-cored moraines 
Just west of flag line 3 an ice-cOl'ed moraine has been built a long a shon north- south 

segment of the glacier margin . This m oraine resembles the Siorqap moraines in that it is 
narrow and the debris layer is relatively thin. The moraine consists of a single arcuate ridge 
with a n imposing ice-cored bulwark at its northern end . It appears that the bulwark form ed 
first a nd that a 50 to 100 m retreat of the ice sheet was responsible for development of the 
ridge up-glacier from the bulwark. 

An ice-cored moraine south-east of the east ice cliff is now completely separa ted from 
active glacial ice. H ere again a recent retreat of 100 to 200 m is indicated. 

Active ice-cored mora ines south of TU TO near Petowik Glacier also indicate a recent 
retreat of 100 to 300 m. 

Main ice-cliff moraine 
T ill m elting out of the main ice cliff has formed a moraine at the base of the cliff. T h e 

base of the cliff is n ow 50 to 100 m back from the crest of the moraine, providing further 
evidence for recent retreat. This is the onl y major moraine in the stud y area that did not form 
on top of the ice from which the till was derived . 

Bishop ( [ 957, p . J 6) stated , wi thout citing evidence, that this moraine is ice-co red . I found 
no evidence for a core. Probing the bases of [ to 4 m high stream banks and slump scars 
indicated that if a core exists, it is proba bly below the level of a nnual thaw. Foliated ice a t 
the base of the cliff extends out to the moraine, but field exposures were not adequate to 

determine whether or not this ice was connected to an ice core. 
Westward the main ice cliff dies out a nd wind-drift ice occupies the a rea between the 

glacial ice and the morainal ridge. The moraine continues pas t and beneath this wind-drift 
ice a nd reappears in front of the west ice cliff where its crest is again 50 to 100 m from the 
base of the cliff. 
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C H A RACT E RISTICS OF D E BRIS IN THE I CE 

Dirt bands in the TUTO ice tunnel were divided into four characteristic facies: solid, 
banded, sandy-amber and amber. Solid bands a re composed of rock particles which touch each 
other and which are cem ented by interstitial ice. T he banded facies consists of 1- 5 mm thick 
dirt bands which separa te and rejoin. The dirt layers themselves a re no t solid but consist of 
dispersed sil t and sand grains. Rare pebbles and cobbles cross-cu t severa l layers. Amber ice 
is ice with sufficien t dirt to give it an amber color but with few or no visible mineral grains. 
Sandy-amber ice is amber ice in which sand grains are readily visible. I ce of a particular 
facies may range in thickness from a few millimeters to severa l m eters. 

Concentrations of dirt in the ice were determined by melting a known weigh t of ice, 
decan ting and evaporating the wa ter , and weighing the dried residue (Table 1). The la rger 
samples had to be ana lyzed in a period of a few hours and some fines were lost during decant
ing. H owever, the material los t was probably a small frac tion of the to tal presen t. The la rger 
size of these samples ma kes them m ore represen ta tive of the average debris con tent of the ice. 

TABLE I. D EBR IS CONCENTRAT IONS I N ICE FROM T H E TUTO ICE TUNNEL 

Sample size, Weight of % debris '}o debris 
Ice tY/Je debris and ice debris by weight by volume* 

kg kg 

Banded 35.20 2. 12 6.0 2-4 
Ba nded 1.78 1 0.053 3.0 1.2 
Banded 0.992 0.029 2·9 1. 1 
Sandy-amber 34.85 0. 166 0·5 0.2 
Am ber 35 .65 0.0035 0.0 1 0.004 

* Assume density o r 2.3 M g m- J ror uncompacted sed iment and or 
0.9 M g m - J ror ice. 

M O RAINE FO RMS 

Sharp-crested and broad-crested ridges 
Ridges in ice-cored mOl·aines can be separa ted in to two types: sharp-C1·es ted and broad

crested (Fig. 3) . Broad-cres ted ridges a ppear to be older a nd more stable as their debris cover 
is genera lly thi cker , pa tterned ground is commonly developed on their fl a t tops, and less 
frequen tly li chens have become established . In contrast, the till cover on sha rp-crested ridges 
commonly has tension cracks reflecting active slumping. 

Because sharp-crested ridges were comm only found above solid dirt ba nds (Fig. 3C), it is 
inferred that such dir t bands a re required for their formation (see also Boulton, 1967, p . 72 3-
30). W hen the supp ly of dirt in the band is exhausted , the ridge crest becomes rounded 
(Fig. 3A) . Subsequen tly o ther solid dirt ba nds may be exposed on its fl a nks; these produce 
secondary ridges (righ t-hand side of Fig. 3A). Broad-crested ridges are thought to form from 
several such solid ba nds m elting ou t over a period of years, each ba nd offset slightly from 
preceding ones. 

Leveling of tops of broad-crested ridges occurs through flow of saturated till during the 
summer m elt season . Such flow was observed in trenches (Fig. 3) wherever latera l movement 
of melt water was inhibited by a relatively level ice- debris interface. After surface topography 
is smoothed , local high points in the ice-till interface melt due to the lesser thickness of the 
debris layer over them. 

This hypothesis for the origin of sharp- a nd broad -cres ted ridges is a one-cycle hypothesis 
which seems appropriate in the relatively young Siorqap moraine sys tem . O ver a longer time 
interval, flow of debris into troughs and subsequen t topographic inversion by differenti a l 
ablation could resul t in similar forms. 
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Flats 
Several areas in the Siorqap moraine were relatively fiat and did not stand significantly 

above the surrounding clean ice (Fig. 3C) . These fiats are apparently stable as pa tterned 
ground is commonly developed on them . They are of interest because they do not stand 
appreciably above adjacent glacier ice, implying that little or no differential ablation has 
occurred , despite the till cover. They are generally found on the up-glacier side of the moraine 
(Fig. 3C), in a position where the contact between the fiat and adjacent glacier ice may be 
covered by snowdrifts during much of the melt season (Fig. 12) . It is inferred that this cover of 
superimposed snow is sufficiently persistent that net ablation beneath the fiats nearly equals 
net ablation just up-glacier from them. This would result in the fi a ts not being raised 
appreciably above the clean ice on their up-glacier sides. 

UP-GLACIER 
(EAST) 

A 

SHARP-CRESTED 

FLAT 

DOWN-GLACIER 
(WEST) 

SHA R P - CRE STE D""" 
RIDGE ,"" 

,~. ....... -" 1 

BROAD-CRESTED .. ;;i:i 90;<;:] T"" '~ 
/ RIDGES ~ .. ,/ 

6mSO/Jlh ~ 
of 0 

~2. F 

Cl] Sandy amber ice 

r:z.z1 Solid dirt bond 0 Amber Ice 

CEJ Bonded ice 

E .~ '., 

;.', I 

500m norfh of F, acrOH same r/df}e 

Fig. 3 . Thickness of debris cover and debris facies in underlying ice as exposed in trenches through moraines. Ice- debris contact 
dashed where trenches did not reach contact, either due to time limitation or to presence of fro zen till. Trenches A - E were 
on the Siorqap moraine. Approximate distances north of the ice-tullnel entrance are: A 300 111 , B 3 700 Ill , C 4 0 00 111 , 

D 3 4 00 111, E 650 Ill, Trench F was in the new moraine east of the main Pitugfillp belt and 2800 m north-east oIf/ag 
line 4, 

Debris cones 
Circular 01" elliptical cones of debris are common in the middle and along the up-glacier 

side of the Siorqap moraine. These cones vary in height from 0.5 to 5 or 6 m, and in diameter 
from I to 25 m or more. In some cases cones are aligned parallel to the general trend of the 
moraines (Bishop, 1957, p. 5). The smaller cones form when debris pods (in contrast to 
ribbons and sheets) melt out at the ice surface (Fig. 3B). Large cones could form either from 
larger pods or from debris ribbons aligned parallel to fi ow lines in the ice. 
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SOURCES OF DEBRIS 

Till in ice-cored moraines is sorted in a manner suggesting different source areas for 
adjacent debris masses. Size sorting is perhaps most common; debris in one ridge may be 
dominantly pebble- and cobble-sized, while that in an adjacent ridge has a prominent matrix 
of sand . Somewhat less common are solid bands of sand or clay which retain fluvial bedding 
or varves, respectively (see also Bishop, 1957, p. 42). Three such bands were found in the 
Siorqap moraine and in a moraine south of the TUTO ramp. Goldthwait (1960, p . 59) has 
reported similar masses in which cross-bedding was preserved. 

Another type of sorting is lithologic. Near the east end of the main ice cliff, two black 
debris cones about 0.75 m high contained abundant black shale chips. Such chips were 
lacking in adjacent brown cones of about the same size. Similarly, the south part of the new 
ice-cored moraine east of the main Pitugfiup moraine contains much more shale than the 
Pitugfiup moraine itself. These differences almost certainly reflect a difference in provenance, 
and suggest that masses of till that are juxtaposed in the moraines may have come from widely 
separated areas of the glacier bed. 

Weertman (1961 ) suggested a mechanism of repeated freeze and thaw at the base of the 
glacier to incorporate material into the ice. Some such mechanism is required to account for 
undisturbed solid bands of fluvially sorted debris for which Bishop's (1957, p. '7) shear 
mechanism appears untenable. Weertman's process also seems to account for the finely 
dispersed sand in banded ice better than Bishop's. However, boulders with glacial striations 
are readily found in the moraines, indicating that differential movement across discrete shear 
p lanes does occur on the glacier bed or within the ice. The striations may mean that ice on the 
bed is locally at the pressure melting-point, a condition required by the Weertman freeze- thaw 
mechanism. 

I CE- MOVEMENT MEASU R EMENTS 

Procedure 
Five lines of flags were established to measure horizontal movement of the ice (Figs. I , 2 

a nd 4). Each line originally consisted of five (flag line 5) or 20 bamboo poles set at 50 m 
intervals in 2 m deep holes drilled in the ice. Flag line I was established in August 1965 and 
was re-surveyed 1 year later. Flag lines 2- 5 were established in August 1966, and were 

Flog l ine I 

pace and hand level 

Flag 

wind - d,,(f Ice wedge ! ___ ,......J:......-L-.L-J-J-.J-.--'--

line ~ __ ~--=-=----=- 50m cha in and hand level ------- - -

Explanat ion 

Superimposed ice 

r Flags 

Dirt bands 

__ ""' Till, thickness 
not to sc ale 

-pace and hand level 

,;--,--
Flag line 4 ZOOm 

Fig. 4. Profiles along flag lines, August 1966. Dashed parts schematic. Distances determined by chaining and elevations by 
traverse with surveyor's level and rod unless otherwise indicated. 
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re-surveyed 2 years later. Ablation rates were higher than expected in the northern part of the 
study area, and by July 1968 only three and six flags, respectively, remained in place in flag 
lines 3 and 4· 

Survey points were established in front of the ice sheet (Fig. I) and theodolite triangulation 
was used to locate a reference flag in each line (except flag line I; see Table II ) . Each angle of 
each triangle was turned (direct and reverse) at least four times. In most cases closure errors 
were less than 5" of arc. Flow rates of reference flags in lines 3 and 4 were measured indepen
dently by surveys from two base lines; rates differed by o. 10 m year- 1 (flag line 3) and 0.00 
m year- 1 (flag line 4). From the reference flag, the azimuth and distance to the remaining 
flags in each line were determined by chaining distances between flags, and by occupying the 
reference flag and turning angles from one of the survey points to each flag in the line. The 
standard error in movement measurements is probably less than ± o. 10 m year- 1 for flags 
within 500 m of the reference flag and less than ± 0.20 m year- I for more distant flags. 

Flag line 

2 

3 
4 
5 

Base liTle 
NN- SS 

A- F 
x- z 
x- v 
V- Z 
A - X 

TABLE IIa. BASE LINES USED FOR TRIANGULATION TO FLAG LINES 

Base lines Remarks 
A- F, B- C A- F used to locate triangulation points Band C each year. Flags in line were 

located from base line B- C 
A - X Checked from A- B, x- v a nd x- z (1966), and v- z ( 1968). A - X considered most 

relia ble as angles of triangle are most nearly equal. Movement determined from 
other base lines was in reasonable agreement considering proba ble error of 
measurement 

x- v andd x- z} { Movement d etermined from both base lines and va lues averaged x- van v- z 
NN- SS 

TABLE J lb. D ETERMINATION OF BASE- LINE LENGTHS 

Length determil/ed by 
u.s. Army (Davis, 1967, p. 2) 
Triangulation from temporary base line F- F'. F- F' was chained 
Chained 
Triangulation from x- z 
Triangulation from x- z 
Triangulation from A - F using B and the first flag of flag line 2 as intermediate points 

On flag line 4, vertical movement relative to the reference flag was measured by surveying 
level lines in 1966 and 1968. Closure errors suggest that movement measurements should be 
accurate to ± 0.02 m year- 1 for flags within 250 m of the reference flag and ± 0.04 m year- 1 

for more distant flags . Because the reference flag has a horizontal velocity of 0. 10 m year- I 
and because the strain-rate between it and the third flag is only - 0.00026 year- I, it has been 
assumed that the reference flag has a negligible vertical velocity, and that measured vertical 
movement of the other flags equals absol u te vertical movement within limits of measurement 
error. 

Results 
Selected horizontal movement measurements have been plotted in Figure 1 and more 

complete data are given in Figure 5. Without exception, flow is compressive and is nearly 
perpendicular to the local glacier margin . Maximum flow rates were 4.0- 4.5 m year- Ion the 
up-glacier ends of flag lines I and 2, I 000 m from the Siorqap moraine, or I 500 m from the 
margin. On the Siorqap moraine, movement increased northward from 0.9 (flag C) to 1.2 
(flag B) to 1.7 m year- I (down-glacier end of flag line 2) ; on flag lines 3 and 4, in comparable 
locations with respect to the ice-sheet margin, the flow rate was I. I m year- I. On the TUTO 
ramp (Davis, 1967), flow rates were about 3.5- 4.1 m year- I 2000 m from the margin, 
about 1.0 m year- I 750 m from the margin, and less than o. I m year- 1 500 m from the margin . 
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Davis's measurements indicate that the down-glacier end of the TUTO ramp is essentially 
stagnant. Such nearly stagnant wedge-shaped masses of ice are herein called "wind-drift ice 
wedges" (Fig. 4) because, as later discussed, I believe they are maintained by, though not 
necessarily composed of wind-drift snow. Extrapolation of the present measurements suggests 
that similar nearly stagnant zones are present down-glacier from flag lines I and 3 (Fig. 5) . 
In both cases the boundary between active and stagnant ice would be 50 to 100 m down
glacier from the moraine-forming zones of dirt-bearing ice which came from the base of the 
glacier (Fig. 6A, sketch I). On flag line 2, the extrapolation suggests a much greater distance 
between the zone of dirty ice and the stagnant ice, presumably reflecting the fact that ice just 
north of flag line 2 continues flowing north-westward around the end of the moraine and into 
the topographically low area near flag lines 3 and 4 (Fig. I) . 
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g.1 glac ia l i ce 
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L----------L~~~~~~------------------~~-----------------,1~50~0~0 o 500 1000 
Distance from edge of wind - drift ic e wedge (m) 

Fig. 5. R elationship between total ice movement and distance from ice-cap margin. Movement measurements extrapolated 
(dashed lines) to determine approximate position of boundary between active ice and wind-drift ice wedge. Mean strain-rate 
for flag lines I to 3 and the up-glacier part of flag line 4 is shown. Moraine and dirt-band symbols show wher, such 
.features occur relative to flags used/or movemerzt measurements. 

Data from flag line 4 suggest that an asymptotic approach to a zero flow rate may be more 
realistic than the straight-line extrapolations shown for the other flag lines (Fig. 5). This is 
supported by laboratory measurements of the flow law of ice (Glen, 1955; Nye, 1957, p. 129) 
which suggest that 

E "'" 0.1574.2 ( I) 

where € is the effective strain-rate in year- I, and 7 is the effective shear stress in bar. The high 
exponent indicates that E decreases rapidly as 7 decreases below I bar. But regardless of the 
extrapolation used, ice in the wind-drift wedges and in the down-glacier 250 m of flag line 4 
has a relatively low velocity and lower than average strain-rate. 

Strain-rate measurements 
During the summer of 1968 three surface strain nets (Nye, 1959) were established along 

flag line 3 and one net above the main ice cliff. Each net consisted of four flags at the corners 
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of a square with sides approximately 35.3 m long. Lengths of the sides and diagonals of each 
square were measured every 7- 10 days, but the total length of reliable record on individual 
nets was short, ranging from 8 to 17 days. Study of the internal consistency of the measure
ments suggests that measured stra in-rates should be accurate to ± 0 .00 1 year - I. However, 
strain-rates varied from week to week, and as es timates of the ann ual strain-rate these measure
ments are onl y accurate to ± 0.005 year- I. T he error in orien tation of the principa l strain 
axes is ± 25 ° . 

lA B 
Di rt - bear ing ice of wind - dr i f ted 

I. ICE CAP BEFORE RETREAT I.ICE CAP AT MAXIMUM RETREAT 

Fu rther ac cumulation ex tends 
down- glacier end of wedge. 
Strato in up-g la c ier end ore 

upturned . 

2. ICE CAP AFTER RETREAT ANO 2.ICE CAP 
BEFORE BUCKLING 

3. BUCKLING STARTS 3.FURTHER ADVANCE 

4. ADVANCED STAGE OF BUCKLING 4. FINAL STAGE WITH NEW ICE-

CORED MORAINE DEVELOPING 
Dirt y ic e st ili 

wedge 

} 
5. FINAL STAGE WITH NEW ICE - 4A. PATTERN IN WEST ICE CLIFF 

CO RED MORAINE DEVELOPING MAY HAVE SIMILAR ORIGIN 

o Essentially s'9 gnont ic e o. Super imposed ic e 

o. Slowl y deformin g Ic e b. Slo wly deform ing Ice po rtly 
c Act,,,e g l acl o l Ice super imposed. pa rtly g lacia l 

c. A ct iv e g l acial Ice 

Fig. 6. Hypothetical sketches showing sllccessive stages in development of down-glacier-dipping folia tioll . 
A. Down-glacier-dipping foliation developed in glacial ice. 
B. Down-glacier-dipping folia tion developed in superimposed ice. 

Strain-rates shown in Figure I are consistent with other evidence of the local strain 
distribution. The larger of the principa l compressive strain-rates (-0.020 year- I) measured 
at the down-glacier end of flag line 3 is nearly parallel to the observed fl ow and , if the possi
bility of higher summer strain-rates is recogn ized (Davis, 1967, p. 4) , is consistent with strain
rates between nearby flags on fl ag line 3 (- 0.0 11 and - 0.013 ) measured over a 2 year 
period. T he tensile strain-rate above the main ice cliff is consistent with the orientation of 
0. 1 m wide crevasses near the south-east end of the cliff. Finall y, the increase in strain-rate 
westward a long flag line 3 is logical considering the increase in ice-surface slope a long this line 
(Fig. 4). 
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FOLIATION AND THE FLOW FIELD NEAR THE MARGIN 

Origin of foliation 
When any plastic material is compressed in one direction and a llowed to flow in a direction 

perpendicular to the compressive stress, inhomogeneities in the material will be stretched out 
and will form foliation. Laboratory studies suggest that fo liation in glaciers may even develop 
in initially homogeneous ice (Kamb, 1964, p. 363). Three main types of ice contribute to 
foliation in the Thule area: dirty ice, bubbly clean ice and clear clean ice. 

Local tensile or shear strain parallel to foliation is necessary for its development, but 
foliation is not necessarily parallel to stream lines within the glacier. For instance vertical 
foliation is commonly developed in compressive zones below ice falls (ALIen and others, 1960, 
p. 617- 18 ; Sharp, 1960, p . 57), whereas the dominant flow direction in such zones is longi
tudinal. 

Foliation in the Thule area 
There are three basic foliation patterns in the study area. First, foliation beneath and on 

the up-glacier side of the ice-cored moraines strikes parallel to the moraines and dips up
glacier. Dips of 70° to 90° are common near the moraines but dips tend to decrease pro
gressively up-glacier (Fig. I). Secondly, in ice cliffs in the north-west to south-east trending 
part of the glacier margin foliation dips are 5- 10° up-glacier, an attitude typical of the 
termini of many valley glaciers (Sharp, 1960, p . 57). 

These two foliation patterns were reproduced experimentally by compressing a vari
colored batch of mode ling clay vertically and allowing it to flow horizontally. Blocks of wood 
were placed on three sides of the clay, thus restricting flow to one direction. When a fourth 
smaller block was p laced in front of the clay in the direction of flow to simulate a stagnant 
wind-drift ice wedge, a foliation pattern was produced in the " ablation zone" (Fig. 7) similar 
to that observed on the ice-sheet surface up-glacier from wind-drift ice wedges. When the 
small block was removed , gently dipping foliation resulted. This supports the conclusion that 
the steeper dip of foliation up-glacier from the wind-drift ice wedges resu lts from a higher 
compressive strain due to obstruction of the flow by the wedges, and perhaps also due to a 
higher effective viscosity of ti ll-bearing ice. 

Ablation zon e cm 

Fig. 7. Foliation made experimentally by compressing vari-colored modeling clay. Flow was to the left and upward. 
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Thirdly, foliation beneath and on the down-glacier side of the Siorqap moraine and on the 
TUTO ramp generally strikes parallel to the glacier margin and dips down-glacier at angles of 
45- 85°. This down-glacier-dipping foliation was not reproduced well in clay. The few bands 
with such an attitude in Figure 7 probably resulted from buckling of originally horizontal 
fo liation during initial stages of deformation. Similar buckling could be responsible for such 
foliation in the wind-drift wedges. The horizontal banding at the down-glacier ends of the 

Fig. 8. Ice cliff on side of wind-drift ice wedge; L ake Tuto inforegrollnd. Foliation near moraines dips 60° up-glacier directly away 
from the observer. Banding on down-glacier end of wedge is believed to be sedillentary bedding that has beell uptumed hy 
advancing glacial ice. This handing strikes perpendicular to the cliff face. 

Fig. 9 . W est ice cliff. B anding on the lift is probably sedimentary (Fig. 6B ). This banding is wrinkled and overtumed by 
active glacial ice advancing from the right. Boundary between active ice and less rapidly diforming superimposed ice is 
marked by dirt band (arrows) which can he traced into the ice-cored moraine east of the Pitugfiup moraine (Fig. 1). Note 
contortion of fo lia tion beneath advancing ice. 

wedges would be foliation formed near the base of actively flowing glacial ice at a time when 
the ice-sheet margin occupied a more advanced position . Sequential drawings in Figure 6A 
illustrate the hypothesized process. Alternatively, the horizontal banding could be primary 
sedimentary bedding (compare Figure 6B with Figures 8 and 9) . Both the absence of dirt
bearing ice near the base of the wedges and the fabric studies discussed next suggest that the 
banding is sedimentary. If this is the case, a minor advance of the ice sheet is indicated by the 
steep dip of foliation in the wedges (Fig. 6B). 
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Data 

JO U RNAL OF GLACIOLOGY 

Ice cores were collected from 15 locations along [he ice-sheet margin and fabric diagrams 
(Fig. I) were prepared using standard techniques (Langway, 1958). The cores were 0.075 m 
in diameter and averaged about 0.25 m in length . 14 of the cores were from within 1 m of 
the glacier surface. Evidence for recrystallization of ice near the surface (Rigs by, 1960, 
p. 601 ) was sought but not found . 

Fabric diagrams are commonly contoured to show the percentage of c-axes falling within 
some area A. A is generally taken to be I % of the area of the diagram (e.g. Rigsby, 1960). 
However, suppose Mi is the number of points falling within the ith area of size A, and E and a 
are the mean and standard deviations of M i , respectively, in diagrams with statistically random 
c-axis orientations. Then, following Kamb (1959, p . 1909), we can select the size of A such that 
E = 3a. In this case, A is approximately 8.3% of the area in diagrams in which 100 c-axes 
are plotted. Concentrations of points exceeding E + 3a in such an area are interpreted to 
represent statistically significant preferred orientations (Kamb, 1959). E + 3a is twice the 
average concentration of points in a random fabri c and concentrations of E + 3a or larger 
have a probability of occurring of 0.0013 in random fabrics. 

For each diagram in Figure I the maximum number of c-axes falling within I % of the area 
is given as a percentage of the total number of points, and the maximum number of points 
falling within the appropriate area calculated by Kamb's method is given in terms of E and a . 

Each point on a fabric diagram of, say, 100 points is interpreted to represent the orientation of 
c-axes in 1 % of the volume of the core (Hooke, 1969). 

Interpretation 
Two cores were collected from ice that is thought to be superimposed (locations, and 8). 

This ice proved to be fine-grained (Fig. lOA) and fabrics were relatively weak, though stronger 
than fabrics obtained by Rigsby (1960, fig . 7) for other superimposed ice in Greenland. The 
fabric from location 8 is also stronger (E+ 12a) than one would expect if crystal growth were 
controlled by randomly oriented snowflakes. The thin section from location 8 was from a 
bubble-free part of the core and refreezing of percola ting melt water may have strengthened 
the fabric. The fabric from location 1 was from bubbly ice and is perhaps more typical of 
superimposed ice formed from compaction of snow. Ice having tex tures and fabrics similar to 
those of locations 1 and 8 is herein interpreted as superimposed . 

In contrast, glacial ice is generally coarser-grained and has a stronger fabric (Fig. I I ; 

locations 9-11). The strongest fabrics are found in ice near or beneath ice-cored moraines 
(location 9) and fabri c strength decreases up-glacier from the moraines (locations 10 and I I ) . 

This refl ects the fact that ice beneath the moraines moved near the base of the glacier where 
velocity gradients and hence shear strains are greatest (Fig. 6A; sketch I) (Rigsby, 1960, 
p. 596, fig. 7). I ce up-glacier from the moraines moved higher above the bed of the glacie,· 
where lower shear strains would be expected. Similarly, fabrics from locations 5, 7, 9 and 13 
are relatively strong, and that from location 6, up-glacier from 7, is weaker than that at 
location 7. 

Grain-size decreases as shear strain increases (Fig. I I A- C) but even the smallest crystals in 
glacier ice are substantiall y larger than those found in superimposed ice. This decrease has 
been observed previously by Kam band Shreve (1963) on a temperate valley glacier, by 
Rigsby (1955, p . 6; 1960, p. 605) on polar glaciers, and by Glen (1955, p. 528) in ice deformed 
in the laboratory. 

Fabrics from locations 1- 4 appear to represent successive stages in metamorphism of 
superimposed ice and formation of glacial ice (Fig. lOA- D ). As described , ice from location 1 
is believed to be superimposed. Ice from location 2, near the base of the west ice cliff (Fig. 9), 
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has a weak fabri c and a tex ture similar to the granulite texture in metamorphic rocks (Fig. 
l oB), suggesting compaction and crystal growth in the absence of shear. Location 3 is in 
contorted ice beneath the active glacier ice in Figure g. This ice has clearly been deformed ; 
crystals are larger than at location 2 (Fig. IOC), and the fabri c is substantially stronger than 
that at locati on 2, though not as strong as those found in more active glacial ice (e.g. location 
g) . Location 4 is just up-glacier from the dirt band that apparently marks the boundary 

A. Loc I. Superimposed Ic e 

C. Loc 3a Loc 3b 

E. Loc 12 

Foliation 
Altitude 
in E 
and F 

.!fr iIoiI .... ; .. , 

. '/ .. . . 
;-., t ,. "' . . :. ... , . . - ,... .. r , . '. '.... ., .~ " \ .• ' • 1 

, -.' "I ...... 1!~~ :._: .. ..' .. , f.. .." ~ J ... ,f: ., , . ' ,...... 

) . ' fl~ . '" :.,. :, •. 
. •· .. • ~"1. .. . 4 

·40!:'. i r fl' .. ' .~ 
...... ...# 

i to) . ...... 

8. Loc 2 

D. Loc 4 Glacial Ice 

F. Loc 12 Natural Light 

Fig. l a . Thin-section photographs. All photographs except F are taken through crossed polaroids. Grid lines are 20 mm apart. 
Locations 3a alld 3b are .from depths o.f 0 .09 and 0. 1 2 nz, respectively. Location 3a has a stronger .fabric (Fig. I ) . In a 
longitudinal section the change in crystal size was observed to occur across a single grain boundary . 
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between glacial and superimposed ice. That this ice has been subjected to substantial shear 
strain is indicated by the strong fabric , by the texture and by the prevalence of undulatory 
extinction in crystals. This sequence of four cores suggests that ice between the Pitugfiup 
moraine and the dirt band near location 4 is superimposed, and that the structures in the west 
ice cliff originated as shown in Figure 6B (especially sketch 4A). 

The increase in fabric strength from location 14 to location 15 on the TUTO ramp 
reflects a corresponding increase in ice-flow rate. Location 15 is near the line of negligible 
(horizontal and vertical) movement, and location 14 is closer to the line of maximum vertical 
flow (Fig. I ; Davis, 1967, figs. 3- 5). However, in comparison with, say, locations 4, 7,9 or 13, 
ice from locations 14 and 15 is coarse-grained and has a weaker fabric, suggesting lower shear 
strain on the TUTO ramp. 

A. Loc 11 B. Loc 10 C. ' Loc 9 

Fig. 1 I. Thin-section photographs through crossed polaroids. Grid lines are 20 mm apart. 

Effect of debris on ice texture and fabric 
Two of the cores collected for fabric analysis (locations 9 and 12) came from debris-bearing 

banded ice. The presence of debris did not noticeably affect the fabrics; both cores had fabri cs 
consistent with their locations close to (location 12) or in (location 9) zones of high shear 
strain beneath the moraines. However, the debris did markedly affect grain-size. The small 
dark specks in Figure roF are clay- to sand-sized mineral particles. I ce crystals in the neigh
borhood of these particles (Fig. roE) are extremely small but ice crystals in intervening clean
ice folia occupy much of the width of the foliation band. 

Several other thin sections were cut from sandy-amber or amber ice. In most of these 
sections there was no noticeable change in grain-size in the vicinity of the sediment particles. 
A slight effect was observed in a few sections in areas oflocally higher sediment concentrations. 

MASS BUDGET 

If an ice cap is in a steady state, mean annual upward flow in the ablation zone must eq ual 
mean annual net ablation (= excess of ablation over accumulation in mm of ice). Under 
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these conditions the local profile of the ice sheet will, on the average, remain constant from 
year to year. Net ablation and upward flow are both measured with respect to a vertical 
coordina te, and upward flow is defined as shown in F igure 1 2 A. That is 

Upward fl ow = v+ u tan cc (2) 

where u and v are the horizontal and ver tical components of the velocity vector, and Cl. is the 
slope of the glacier surface. 

/ Flow ve ctor 

Upward f IOW-~·-= 
~surfoce 

A. 
/ Upword flow required for STeady stOl e 

Po ssib le aC Tual upward f( ow~ ....... , 

. . . 
, ' • I I 

N~' oD'ol lon-l 

r
l,oo m : lJ-: ~-U: : ---- I 

_ . __ 'fIedQe~~ne ' 
'1{ lflO -d~ Pro f ile along Flog line I 

o 500 w oo 
B. Dis tance from ed9f of Wind - dnfl ice wedge (ml 

Fig. /2. A. D efinition ofupward jiow. 
B . Schematic diagram showing how excess of ablation over accumulation (net ablation ) is balanced by upward jiow. 

Formation of snow drifts results in excessive accumulation in vicinity of moraine. Thus net ablation in these areas 
is low and may be zero. N et ablation beneath moraines is also low because till insulates the ice. j 

Negative mass budget at present 

TABLE Ill. M ASS BUD GET ON FLAG LINE 4 

Flag Upwardjiow A blation 
m year- l m year- l 

0.00 · o.oot 
3 0.0 1 ± O.02 o.07± 0.03 
4 0.O4 ± O.O2 0.2S ± o.03 
7 0·37± 0.04 0.68 ± 0.O4 
8 0·4 1 ± O.04 o.64 ± O.04 

• Assumed . 
t W hen setting flag in mora ine, perma

frost was encountered at a depth of 1.23 m. 
Base of flag was set 0.20 m into permafrost. 
No clean ice encountered. 

On flag line 4, upward flow was determined from the measurements of u and v described 
earlier, and annual net ablation was determined by m easuring the amount of each flag 
proj ecting from the ice in 1966 and 1968. During this 2 year period, net a blation exceeded 
upward flow by 0.2- 0.3 m year- Ion this flag line (Table Ill ) . 

Corroborative evidence for a negative mass balance at present comes from m easurements 
made by Goldthwait* about 65 km north-east of T hule. Detailed surveys in 1955 and 1965 
indicate an average lowering of the ice surface of a bout 5 m, or 0.5 m year- I, over an area 
of I km' . 

• Paper in p reparation entitled " R estudy of R ed R ock ice cliff in Nunatarssuaq, Greenland" . 
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Although the present mass budget is negative, the observations and m easurements des
cribed above suggest that ice-cored moraines, ramps and ice cliffs can all be equilibrium 
features on an ice sheet with a balanced budget. Th;.s conclusion , discussed below, is of 
interest because these forms have been previously interpreted as indicating either advance or 
re treat (Goldthwait, 195 1, in preparation *; Bishop, (957). 

i\1ass budget near ice-cored moraines 
The mass budget near moraines is complicated by drifting snow blown by katabatic winds. 

This snow accumulates in the trough on the up-glacier side of the moraines, in troughs within 
the moraines, and on tongue-shaped wind-drift ice wedges down-wind from water gaps 
through the moraines (Figs. 1 and 2) . These drifts last well into the melt season and many 
persist for several seasons. Such drifts are easily distinguished from the dense glacier ice up
glacier from the moraines . The dense ice is only locally exposed on the wind-drift ice wedges 
(Fig. I ) ; several flags have been set 2 to 3 m into these wedges without encountering it. 

E 
; 060 
.2 
o 
:0 
o 0 40 

g 0 20 
c 
c 

<t I 
o~/ ________ -L ________ -L ________ ~ ______ ~ 

o 250 500 750 

Distance from moraine (m) 

Fig. 13 . Annual net ablalion onjlag line 2 . M easurements of height of top ofeachjlag above ice surface were made Oil 15 Augusl 
1966, 25 July 1963 and 22 Augusl 1968. Datafrom the last two measurements were interpolated to give ablation over 2 

.year time span ( 15 August 1966 to 15 August 1968) and result divided by 2. Bar indicates estimated measuring error. 
N et ablation assumed to be zero at flag 1 on moraine where till cover is 0.55111 thick. 

In Figure 12B the annual accumulation line is high over the wind-drift ice wedge, over the 
trough in the moraine, and over the trough on the up-glacier side of the moraine, reflecting 
the higher than average accumulation in these areas due to drifting. The annual ablation line 
in Figure 12B decreases sharply over those parts of the moraine that are not covered by snow
drifts. This represents insulation of ice by the till layer and the resulting low ablation beneath 
the moraine. Where the moraine is covered by drifts, m elting of the drifts is included in annual 
ablation. The excess of annual ablation over annual accumulation, or net ablation, is the 
difference between the annual ablation and annual accumulation lines, and is plotted at the 
top of Figure I2B. The decrease in net ablation up-glacier from the moraines is based on net 
ablation measurements on flag lines 1 (not shown) and 2 (Fig. 13), and is attributed to a 
decrease in ablation up-glacier (Goldthwait, 1951 , p. 574) rather than to an increase in 
accumulation. 

Figure 12B implies that for a steady state to exist with net ablation equal to upward flow, 
there need be little or no upward flow in wind-drift wedges below moraines, as Bishop (1957, 
p. 17) suggested. This agrees with Davis's (1967) measurem ents indicating negligible flow 
in the wedge associated with the TUTO ramp, and is also in accord with extrapolations in 
Figure 5 if plane strain is assumed for, if the average horizontal strain-rate, E, is low in the 
relatively thin wedges, annual upward flow (= t(e- c- r) where t is wedge thickness) will be 
negligible. Alternatively, considering gravitational forces alone, a shear stress of r bar should 

* Paper in preparation entitled " R estudy of R ed Rock ice cliff in Nunatarssuaq, Greenland". 
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be attained at a depth of 72 m on the wedge below flag line 1 (surface slope g. I 0), so from 
Equation (I) there should be littl e fl ow where the wedge is less than 72 m thick. Assuming 
a horizontal bed , a thi ckness of 72 m is attained a t the cres t of the outer ridge of the moraine 
(Fig. 12B). 

For these reasons, I conclude that the wind-drift wedges are maintained primarily by 
wind-drift snow and only secondarily by inflow of ice from up-glacier. 

Upward flo w beneath moraines 
Figure 12B suggests further that there need be little upward flow benea th ice-cored 

moraines . However , till in the moraines has undoubtedly come from the glacier bed as a 
result of upward flow. Furthermore, the horizontal movement data (Fig. 5) indicate a 
compressive strain-rate of about - 0.0054 year- r beneath the moraines and perpendicul a r to 
them . The m ean strain-rate pa rallel to the moraines between triangulation points B and C is 
about + 0.0003 year- I. Thus a vertical strain-rate on the order of + 0.0051 year- I is implied . 
If the ice is 75 m thick, this would result in an upward fl ow of about 0.3 m year- I, allowing 
for som ewhat lower strain-rates on the bed of the glacier than a t the surface. 

An attempt was made to m easure this fl ow over a 32 d period in the summer of 1968 by 
surveying a level line to markers set in ice beneath the mora ine at the down-glacier end of flag 
line 1 (T a ble IV). The results were inconclusive in that poin ts first seem ed to m ove down and 
then up again. The movem en t is greater than the probable limit of random error shown in the 
table but undetected systematic errors could be responsible for the erra ti c results. On the 
o ther hand, such erra tic fl ow has been d etected previously on the Greenland ice sheet 
(G oldthwait, 1960, p. 33- 44 ; Davis, 1967, p . 4) . T he measured movements a re of the righ t 
magnitude to give the predicted upward flow ra te of 0.3 m year - I but they are not consistentl y 
in the right direction . 

T ABLE IV . U PWARD F LOW BE NEAT H MORAINES AT T HE END OF F LAG LINE I 

Location (see Fig. 4) 

Cres t of distal r idge, 380 m from toe 
Distal side of main ridge, 430 m from toe 
Proxima l side of main ridge, 470 m from toe 

Movement 
cm 

22 J ulY- ID August 1968 

- 4-4 ± 1.0 

10- 23 August 19 68 

+ 2 . I ± J.O 

+ 2.0 ± 1.( 

+ 2 . 7 ± 1.1 

- 4.7± 1.1 

- 4.8± 1.1 

Suppose there is a substantial upward fl ow of ice benea th the moraines, as suggested by the 
dashed line at the top of Figure 12B, and tha t, due to insula tion by the d ebris cover , a blation 
benea th the m oraines is substantia lly less than upward flow. U nder these conditions the 
moraines will move upward as well as ou tward but n earby debris-free a reas will not change in 
elevation as long as abla tion equals upward flow in them . Thus the moraines will be pushed 
up to fo rm ridges above the general level of the ice surface. It is importan t to note tha t this 
upward " pushing" is the result of differential ablation superimposed on a genera l upward 
fl ow of ice; it is not the resul t of differen tia l fl ow within the ice. 

As topographic relief increases, debris begins to slump off the higher steeper ridges, thus 
exposing the underlying ice. Some of the slum ped debris accumula tes on the nearby glacier 
surface, some rolls or slides across the wind-drift ice wedges to be deposited in fron t of the ice 
sheet, a nd some eventually finds it way into m elt streams and is washed off the glacier. 

I ce exposed by slum ping genera lly m elts ra pidly because it is covered by a thin layer of 
dir t which absorbs heat, and because winter accumula tion on the higher ridges is negligible. 
Abla tion tends to reduce the slope of the slump scar until debris released by the m elting ice 
can again accumulate on it and insulate it. Clearly this process will resul t in high a bla tion 
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rates during some melt seasons and lower ablation rates as the debris cover reforms and the 
ridge redevelops. Thus, when averaged over a sufficiently long time, it appears that ablation 
can equal upward flow beneath the moraines. Furthermore, if debris-carrying ice becomes 
exposed on a debris-free ramp which is otherwise in equilibrium, the above discussion suggests 
that ridge-shaped moraines can develop and persist without departure f rom equilibrium. Bishop 
(1957, p. 18) and Goldthwait (1951 , p . 570, 574) apparently felt that for the ridges to form a 
retreat, or negative mass balance, was required. Swinzow (1962, p. 13- 14) realized that such 
ridges could be built by a glacier with a balanced budget. 

Mass budget on ramps and ice cliffs 
The mass budget on ramps is inferred to be similar to that shown in Figure 12B. Moraines 

are not present, but wind-drift ice wedges are, and the convex surface of the ice sheet (Fig. 4 ; 
flag line 3) results in a comparable wind shadow in which drifting snow accumulates. Thus 
net ablation on these wedges probably averages close to zero, as does upward flow (Davis, 
1967) . For example, net a blation on the third , fourth and fifth flags on flag line 3 (Fig. 4) 
averaged 0.1 3, 0.62 and 0.88 m year-I, respectively, between 1966 and 1968. Flags 6 to 21 
on this line had melted out by mid-July 1968, implying a minimum net ablation rate of about 
I. I m year- I. Flags 1 and 2, on the wind-drift ice wedge, were not recovered in 1968 and were 
presumed to be buried . 

The mass bala nce in ice cliffs differs from that in moraine or ramp areas. I ce cliffs occur 
along the east-south-east- trending part of the glacier margin. The orientation of wind-drift ice 
wedges (Figs. I and 2) indicates that prevailing winds are from the east-south-east and are 
thus roughly para llel to this part of the margin. The absence of persistent snowdrifts burying 
the ice cliffs suggests that these winds keep the cliffs swept clear of drifting snow. 

Alternating with the ice cliffs are ramp areas which are down-wind from some local wind 
obstruction. The ramp at the down-glacier end of flag line 3 is sheltered by a slight northward 
bend in the glacier margin just up-wind of the flag line. Similarly, the ice-cored moraine west 
of flag line 3 shelters the area east of the main ice cliff. 

The absence of drifts below the west ice cliff cannot be attributed entirely to wind, as part 
of the cliff is perpendicular to the prevailing wind direction. H owever, a sizeable melt stream 
is formed at this point by drainage from a large area of the ice sheet. This stream flows along 
the base of the west-facing part of the cliff and, either alone or in conjunction with wind eddies, 
is inferred to be responsible for clearing the cliff of drifting snow. 

Because there a ppears to be negligible flow of ice into wind-drift ice wedges, these wedges 
could not exist if drifting snow did not accumulate on them . Thus in the absence of such 
drifting, the equilibrium profile would be esta blished at the point where outward flow of the 
glacier was balanced by ablation (including dry calving). Because ice at the surface generally 
moves faster than that near the bed , there will be a tendency for a cliff to form. The steepness 
of the cliff will be limited by dry calving (Goldthwait, in prepara tion *) which occurs more 
frequently on overhanging cliffs and tends to eliminate such overhangs. Furthermore, as the 
slope of the ice front increases, the velocity gradient near the surface decreases ; Goldthwait 
(1960, p. 39) found nearly uniform flow rates in the upper 60 to 75% of the Nunatarssuaq ice 
cliff. This also results in a tendency for a vertical cliff to be the equilibrium form. 

Because ice in cliffs is unconfined, stresses sufficiently high to produce flow can occur at 
much shallower depths. Thus the free faces of cliffs are normally less than 30 m high in the 
study a rea. 

Clearly, drifting and ice-flow patterns will vary in detail from place to place. Thus all 
gradations from gently sloping ramps to vertical ice cliffs are possible, and many parts of the 
margin in the study area have intermediate slopes. 

* Paper in preparation entitled " R estudy of R ed Rock ice cliff in Nunatarssuaq, Greenland". 
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R A MPS VERSUS ICE-CO RED MO RAI NES 

T here remains the question of why, in some places, there is enough debris in the active ice 
to form ice-cored moraines, whereas elsewhere there is little or no debris. Available informa
tion on bed topography (Bishop, 1957, p . 24 ; R othlisberger, 1959, p. 5; Davis, 1967, p . 1 I) 
suggests that ice-Row patterns near the bed may differ substantially from those at the surface 
and tha t ice reaching the surface on ramps has never been on the bed, or has moved only 
short « I km) distances over the bed . For instance, there is a south-east-draining valley in 
the bed beneath the TUTO ramp, and basal ice entering this valley from the north-east and 
east may be diverted to the sou th . Similarly, the fact that the ice-cored moraine north of flag 
line 3 is perpendicular to the ramp at the distal end of flag line 3 suggests that basal ice in this 
a rea is moving north-westward. Considering the local geometry of the ice sheet, it seems 
likely tha t such north-westward flow may be predominant farther ou t on the glacier and that 
the sou th-west fl ow a t the distal end of flag line 3 is a local effect . 

TABLE V. T IME REQUIRED TO FORM MORAINES IN FIGURE 3 

Profile Estimated volume" oJ debris in block oJ ice I 171 wide and I m deep beneath trench 
(Fig. 3) m 3 

A 
C 
D 
F 

A 
C 
D 
F 

Solid 

I.26 
I.3° 
I.05 
0.50 

(4) 
Thickness oJ ice 
that must melt 
to y ield volume 

oJ debris in 
moraine 

m 

9·3 
17.6 
9.6 

18.1 

Banded Sandy-amber Amber 

0.0006 0.0008 0.0001 
0. 107 0.006 
0.00 1 
0.063 0.00006 

(5) (6) 
H eight oJ Time required 

moraine crest to melt ice, 
above smooth assuming ablation 

profile oJ rate oJ 
ice sheet 0.3 myear- t 

m years 

4 3 1 
9 59 

> 3 32 
3 60 

T otal 

I.26 
I.4 1 
I.05 
0.56 

(7) 
T ime required 

to produce 
observed reliif 

with upward flow 
if 0.3 myear- t 

years 
13 
27 

> 10 
10 

(3) 
T otal volume 
oJ debris in 

strip oJ moraine 
I m wide along 

profile 
m3 

I I. 7 
24.8 
10.1 
10.1 

(8) 

T otal time 10 
Jorm moraine 

years 

44 
86 

> 42 
70 

" Per cent debris by volume taken from Table I V except for solid bands. Solid bands assumed to be 
100% debris by volume. 

R ates of moraine f ormation 
T he steady-state model illustra ted in Figure 12 can be used to estimate the length of time 

required to form a given ridge. Assume tha t the presen t distribution of debris in ice beneath 
the moraines in Figure 3 is representative of the distribution during the life time of the m oraine. 
Assume further that the debris concentra tions determined in the ice tunnel (Table I ) are 
applicable to these dirt bands. Then the total volume of dirt in a block of ice I m wide and 
I m deep beneath each trench, Vi, can be estimated from detailed logs of the type of ice 
exposed in the trenches (Table V , column 2) and the volume of debris in the till cover, Vm , 

can be determined from till-thickness m easurements (T able V, column 3). Dividing the 
second of these volumes by the first gives the thickness of ice that would have to melt to yield 
the observed till cover (column 4) ' The steady-state model requires that mean annua l net 
ablation benea th the moraines approximately equals upward flow. U sing the upward-flow 
rate of 0.3 m year- I calculated earlier, an estimate of the time required to melt out the volume 
of debris in these moraines is obtained (column 6). Because no ridge would exist on the ice 
surface prior to deposition of the first debris, the time necessary for the observed relief to 
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develop should be added to this figure . This time is equal to the height of the ridge, h, divided 
by the mean upward flow. 

This can be expressed formally as 

n 

h = L (Ui-abli ) = ~ Ui - 2: abl i . 
l = I 

where Ui and abl i are the upward velocity and net ablation beneath the moraine in the ith year 
and n is the age. We assumed that Ui = 0.3 m year- I = constant and that for V m to accumulate 
L abl i = Vm / V j • Thus 

i 
I ( Vrn) n = - h+-. 

0·3 Vi 

Net ablation, abl i , may vary from year to year. 
The estimates of total time required to form the moraines in Figure 3 range from 42 to 

86 years (column 8) . The major sources of error in this calculation are the estimate of upward 
flow and the assumption that dirt bands presently exposed at the ice- till contact are repre
sentative of those that have been exposed there in the past. With regard to the second error, 
the concentration of cobbles and boulders appears to be much higher in the till than in the 
underlying ice, suggesting that sand and silt may have been washed or blown away, and that 
the time estimates are too low. However, Bishop (1957, p . 37) found that dirt mounds 
0.20- 0.50 m high can form in one ablation season, and that an existing mound 1.20 m X 1.85 m 
in plan and 0.30 m high increased in size to 1.25 m X 2. 1 5 m X 0.35 m in a period of less than 
I month. These figures are comparable to those calculated above. 

Two conclusions can be drawn from these calculations. First, it appears that significant 
amounts of debris are added to moraines only when a solid dirt band is exposed at the ice- till 
contact (Table V , column 2). Concentrations of dispersed debris in the ice are so much 
smaller as to be nearly negligible. Secondly, moraine building may be a very sporadic 
process. Ridges may develop in a few years when a solid dirt band exists at the ice- till interface, 
and may persist for a long time with little or no further addition of debris. 

CONCLUDING STATEMENT 

The mass-balance requirements of ramps, ice-cored moraines and ice cliffs have been 
analyzed and it was concluded that all three of these forms could form and persist simul
taneously on a glacier with a balanced mass budget. Furthermore, there is no intuitive reason 
why all three forms could not persist during a slow advance or retreat of the margin, as long as 
such advance or retreat did not alter the drifting pattern of wind-blown snow. This contrasts 
with Goldthwait's* conclusion that "ice cliffs on land arc a product of an advancing ice 
margin", and that during retreat ice cliffs turn into ramps. I submit that a change in the mass 
balance is neither a sufficient nor a necessary condition for a change in the margin. To change 
fro:n a ramp or ice-cored moraine to a cliff, or vice versa, requires primarily a change in the 
drifting pattern of snow. This need not result from a change in mass balance, and could OCClll

without a change in mass balance. A change in mass balance alone, unless extreme, is prob
ably not sufficient to cause a change in form of the margin. 

The depth of wind-drift snow over and above the normal annual accumulation need not be 
large. Indeed any positive or negative deviation from the mean accumulation will change the 
amount of upward or downward flow necessary to maintain equilibrium. If such deviations 
occur in the same place each year, as in the case of drifting patterns controlled by permanent 
or quasi-permanent topographic features, the local topography of the glacier surface will tend 
towards a dynamic balance which reflects the effects of such drifting. 

* Paper in preparation entitled "Restudy of Red Rock ice cliff in Nunatarssuaq, Greenland". 
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